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The four Ps of marketing

● Product
● Place
● Promotion
● Price



● Economic consulting since 2014

● "Wrote the book on strategic pricing"

● BA economics & MBA

About me



Two Questions







Three bad methods

What should I charge?



1. Guess a price

What most people do... #1



1. Guess a price

2. Cross their fingers

What most people do... #1



1. Find a competitor

What most people do... #2



1. Find a competitor

2. Copy his prices

What most people do... #2



1. Analyze their product

What most people do... #3



1. Analyze their product

2. Come up with a price

What most people do... #3



What do these items have in common?



YOUR 
PRODUCT

YOUR 
CUSTOMER



The right methods

What should I charge?



Value pricing



1. How much value will my 
customers obtain?



1. How much value will my 
customers obtain?

2. Charge less than that.



Adam's secret method to 
calculate customer value



$13 $81,000



BATNA



Best Alternative to a 
Negotiated Agreement



1. If not me, then whom?



1. If not me, then whom?

2. Charge less than him.



Almost everyone gets 
BATNA wrong.



The BATNA might be 
to do nothing...



General advice to earn 
higher profits



1. Charge more



2. Become one of these



(fixed pricing)

3. Reduce customer risk



(lack of insight)

4. Increase perceived 
value





Private or public?



Public prices Private prices

Low value ✓ X

Low 
customization

✓ X

Similar 
customers

✓ X

Short buying 
cycle

✓ X



Public prices Private prices

High value X ✓

High 
customization

X ✓

Dissimilar 
customers

X ✓

Long buying 
cycle

X ✓



Using tiers



Progressive naming



User-focused naming



Don't push the
least profitable option









Features vs. benefits



Features → your product

Benefits → your users



CSAT surveys?
Unlimited 
light agents?

Data center 
location?



copyblogger.com/benefits-not-features
July 2016

"One of the most repeated 
rules of writing compelling 
copy is to stress benefits, not 
features."



Podcasting tools?
Blogging tools?

A/B testing 
tools?



Summary



Summary

1. Focus on customer, not product
2. Use a pricing method that makes sense
3. Don't race to the bottom; stand out instead
4. Guide buyers to higher priced offerings



For More Information:

● Adam Juda

● adam@TapRun.com

● https://TapRun.com

 


